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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: DMWProduct measurement accuracy: 7.5 m/s; Product precision: 4.2 m/s Matt-DMWs:  • Band 2 Full Disk accuracy and precision is not met in any analysis of comparisons to radiosondes (gold standard), aircraft, and GFS.  However, sample sizes are quite small.  All other bands have better, more acceptable, performance.  • There is a height assignment issue:  low bias in speeds at highest heights;  high bias in speeds at mid- and low-heights.  This height assignment issue is an artifact of cloud top height assignments being too high.• Downstream speed biases are problematic due to NWP assimilation impacts.• Excellent prospects for working through major issues by end of DO.06.  Height assignments is the one lingering issue, which is a major near-term focus for both the cloud and winds teams.  • In order to meet Provisional, thresholds need to be further trained and updated. • DMWs certainly meet the criteria for Beta Validation Maturity.  The Panel looks forward to the Provisional PS-PVR and seeing results of the height assignment analysis as well as further threshold training.  Approved!  WAYNE- no real issues. Challenge for ground system to match AWG results. Cloud height dependency issue. High level low bias and low levels high speed bias. Recommend Cloud Height improvements be reviewed and evaluate for Full validation. Expect NCEP and ECMWF feedback. I propose Andy write up the changes used to improve Himawari.Brian- evaluate in AWIPS and NCEP. 
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	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The Executive Board congratulates the AWG DMW team for reaching beta validation product maturity.  The data for the analysis was limited but sufficient for performing the assessment. The accuracy spec is met but not the precision. Example shown for impact of poor INR performance, which should be improved/corrected prior to Provisional Validation. The upstream cloud height accuracy deserves further study as the error in CTH is causing a significant 1 m/s speed bias for both high level and lower level clouds (low bias in speeds at highest heights and high bias in speeds at mid- and low-heights; this height assignment issue is an artifact of cloud top height assignments being too high). The CTH AWG should document the updates made for Himawari to reduce the speed bias and improve CTH accuracy.  We recommend that PRO, DMW and Cloud teams discuss the highest priority improvements, level of effort, and time line to improve the CTH as the NWP centers all have high expectations that the DMWs from the new GEO Ring will improve the Global Forecast Models and collaterally the regional models.    On the Path to Provisional Validation we recommend NCEP/WFO, DOD, ECMWF, the Met Office and other National Modeling Centers contribute their assessments to the Product Feedback Forum managed by PRO.
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